In an electric power systems planning framework, decomposition techniques are usually applied to separate investment and operation subproblems to take benefits from the use of independent solution algorithms. Real power systems planning problems can be rather complex and their detailed representation often leads to greater effort to solve the operation subproblems. Traditionally, the algorithms used in the solution of transmission constrained operation problems take great computational advantage with compact representation of the model, which means the elimination of some variables and constraints that don't affect the problem's optimal solution. This work presents a new methodology for solving generation and transmission expansion planning problems based on Benders decomposition where the incorporation of the traditional operation models require an additional procedure for evaluating the Lagrange's multipliers associated to the constraints which are not explicitly represented yet are used in the construction of the Benders cuts during the iterative process. The objective of this work is to seek for efficiency and consistency in the solution of expansion planning problems by allowing specialized algorithms to be applied in the operation model. It is shown that this methodology is particularly interesting when applied to stochastic hydrothermal problems which usually require a large number of problems to be solved. The results of this methodology are illustrated by a Colombian system case study.
INTRODUCTION
The expansion planning process of generation-transmission systems is, in most of the cases, originated from the necessary changes in the electrical system in face of the growing energy demand, requiring new generators and transmission lines to be constructed in order to supply In many countries the investments made in generation plants are often much greater than the investments in transmission equipments due to resources location and availability. In these countries an hierarchical procedure is usually adopted for the system expansion planning process because economically feasible results can be obtained from a more simplified solution method. This procedure consists in a two-step decision process: in the first step a decision is taken for the construction of new generators [20, 1] and in the second step transmission reinforcements are decided, given the generation decision in the first step [19, 9, 5] .
In recent years, renewable sources, such as hydro, wind, solar, etc., have drawn the attention of energy policy makers because of their competitiveness and environmental characteristics. However, these resources are usually located far away from the load centres requiring more significant investments in new transmission equipments. In these systems, the hierarchical procedure becomes less attractive, since it disregards the trade off relationship between the generation and transmission expansion options. For this reason, economical aspects motivate the development of integrated generation-transmission expansion planning methodologies [7, 6, 13] .
If we take into account that the system's operation problem is essentially stochastic, due to, for example, the generation unpredictability of hydro plants and renewable sources, and time coupled since the water reservoirs work as limited energy stocks and link the decision in the current stage with the future consequences of this decision, then the characteristics of the operation problem lead the expansion decision process to a complex large-scale problem to be solved.
In order to deal with the problem's complexity, mathematical decomposition techniques have been successfully adopted [4, 11] . Usually, these techniques divide the expansion problem into two separate problems: (1) determining the optimal investment in new plants and transmission lines, (2) determining the system's optimal operation scheduling associated to the construction of the new capacities.
The Benders decomposition technique [2] is particularly interesting when applied to the expansion planning problem because it allows the use of specialized algorithms to the solution of the complex operation subproblem, for example the Stochastic Dual Dynamic Programming (SDDP) methodology [12] . This is all thanks to the fact that investment and operation problems can be modeled independently, and coupled by investment decisions and associated operation total cost and cost sensibilities, the last one given by Lagrange multipliers of the operation problem.
A significant issue about using a specific model for solving the operation problem is that such sensibilities are not always explicitly available in the model. For example, in a purely operative problem one does not represent the candidate generators that do not have been decided for construction along the study horizon. Most importantly, by incorporating the transmission network in the model, efficient techniques are commonly combined for model compactness and flow limit constraints relaxation. This means that while the use of specialized models ensure greater efficiency and consistency for solution of expansion problems, the Lagrange multipliers associated to constraints which, however, are not explicitly represented, have to be inferred from the dual variables of the model [17] . This information is used in the construction of the Benders cuts which are incorporated into the investment model to obtain new expansion plans within the iterative solution procedure. This paper presents a new integrated generation-transmission expansion planning methodology based on Benders Decomposition approach, whose innovation relies on the use of implicit Lagrange multipliers, allowing the use of customized and efficient algorithms. In the next sections the methodology is described first for a generation expansion problem and then extended to the integrated generation-transmission expansion problem. A case study with the Colombian system is presented for a comparison between the hierarchical and the integrated planning approaches, using the methodology proposed.
Without loss of generality, we assume that all generators and transmission circuits are candidates to expansion as the existent elements can be represented as candidate projects with fixed investment decision and zero investment cost. The main mathematical symbols used throughout this paper are listed (in alphabetical order) in Table 1 .
GENERATION EXPANSION PLANNING
A linear model for a multistage generation expansion planning problem can be formulated as: where the decision variables of the problem are the thermal generator's production g t , hydro plant's stored volume v t , turbining u t and spillage s t , and investment decisions y t g and y minimizes the sum of the generators investment and operative costs, the first one given by construction cost of new capacities and the second one given essentially by thermal fuel cost and generation deficit cost.
Constraints (1b) represent the system's load supply while constraints (1c) represent hydro plant's water balance and constraints (1d)-(1f) correspond to the plants operative limits. Note that these capacity constraints reflect the investment decision in new generators once their production amount g t or turbined outflow u t must be null in stage t if their accumulated investment decision is not to be constructed until that stage x t ,i g = 0 or x t , j h = 0. The structure of expansion planning problems allows a two-stage decision process to be employed in the solution methodology. By applying the Benders decomposition scheme to solve problem (1), at each iteration the relaxed generation expansion problem produces a new investment plan which is fixed in the operation subproblem whose solution is used in the construction of a Benders cut to be added in the investment problem.
The operation problem, in particular, can in principle be solved by linear programming algorithms, however, the actual scheduling problem involves several hydro plants whose inflow uncertainties representation over time leads to an exponential increase of the problems dimension, resulting in a stochastic optimization problem that quickly becomes computationally intractable. This has motivated the development of solution approaches, such as the SDDP algorithm which is similar to a multi stage Benders decomposition approach that solves a set of single stage and single inflow scenario problems. For this reason, and for notation simplicity, we can use an onestage deterministic problem formulation in order to illustrate the proposed methodology.
Let x * g and x * h be the expansion solution obtained from the relaxed investment problem, the following operation subproblem must be solved:
By solving problem (2), the optimal value of the objective function w * and the Lagrange multiplier vectors associated to the capacity constraints (2d), (2e) and (2f) are obtained and used in the evaluation of a Benders cut which is added to the investment problem. The Benders cut is obtained by the following linear constraint:
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where π * u , π * v and π * g are the vectors of Lagrange multipliers associated to constraints (2d), (2e) and (2f), respectively.
Although the formulation of problem (2) represents all generators independently of their associated investment decision, the variables g i for all thermal plant i such that x * i g = 0 and the variables u j , s j and v j for all hydro plant j such that x * j h = 0 are not actually represented in a purely operative problem. It means that specialized operative models don't represent these variables and their associated constraints in the formulation since it has no effect on the problem's optimal solution. However, in a expansion planning framework, the Lagrange multipliers associated to the removed constraints are not explicit known and need to be calculated in order to build the Benders cuts for the investment problem.
In the case of thermal generators, the Lagrange multipliers associated to constraints (2f) are trivially calculated according to the procedure shown as follows. In the case of the hydro generators, however, due to the hydro balance constraints which establishes decisions temporal coupling, it is easier to keep the hydro balance constraints for the non constructed plants and represent them as run-of-the-river plants with null turbining capacity, and the multipliers are directly obtained from the problem's solution. Although the evaluation of the implicit multipliers for the hydro plants could be done with some extra mathematical effort, this work wants to emphasize that the implicit multipliers evaluation procedure receives most significant recognition when transmission network is incorporated in the expansion problem, which will be seen in the next section.
From linear programming theory, in the optimal solution, the values of the Lagrange multipliers of a primal problem are equal to the values of the variables of the dual problem. The dual formulation of problem (2) is:
According to constraint (3b), since it's a maximization problem and π g ≤ 0, in the optimal solution we have:
From this result, the implicit Lagrange multipliers {π i g , ∀i ∈ I |x i g = 0} are obtained so that a Benders cut can be calculated and added to the investment problem to be solved in the following iteration of the solution method.
GENERATION-TRANSMISSION EXPANSION PLANNING
Now considering the transmission network system, the expansion planning problem is traditionally formulated according to a linearized power flow model [14, 15] , governed by Kirchhoff's first and second laws. The problem shown next is the integrated generation-transmission expansion problem which is the same used in the second step of the hierarchical planning approach for transmission reinforcement expansion, fixing all generation investment decision accordingly to the solution of the generation expansion problem.
where f t ,k , θ t ,n and y t ,k f are the additional decision variables of the problem, and auxiliary variable x t ,k f is the accumulated investment decision over circuits until stage t. The objective function
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minimizes the sum of generation and transmission investment costs and thermal operational cost. Constraints (4b) represent the load balance for each bus (Kirchhoff's first law) and constraints (4i)-(4j) correspond to the circuits operative capacity limit.
Disjunctive constraints (4c)-(4d) were proposed by [8, 18] and later by [10] and represents the Kirchhoff's second law equations. The vector M of disjunctive constants allows the relaxation of the these constraints when x k f = 0, that means circuit k is not constructed, and imposes the Kirchhoff's second law when the circuit k is constructed or x k f = 1. The problem is that using high values for the disjunctive constants M can lead to an ill-conditioned problem which results in bad convergence process when solving the problem. In order to avoid that poor numerical conditioning in the problem, the evaluation of the minimum values of the disjunctive constants M was applied [3] .
By applying Benders decomposition scheme to this problem, and once again reducing the problem to an one-stage deterministic formulation, the following operation subproblem must be solved for an expansion solution {x * g , x * h , x * f } obtained from a relaxed investment problem:
Considering the optimal solution of problem (5), let π *
be the values of the vectors of Lagrange multipliers associated to constraints (5c)-(5d) and (5i)-(5j), respectively, and define π * γ = π * 
Although this disjunctive expansion planning problem can be solved by a standard solution algorithm, such as Branch-and-Bound, this formulation uses variables f and θ for the power flow model, according to constraints (5b)-(5d). For existing circuits, we have:
Replacing variable f from (7) in equation (6), we obtain:
where B = Sγ S is the susceptance matrix. The solution of this linear system on variables θ allows the circuits power flow to be expressed as:
where β = γ S B −1 is the sensibility matrix and, since B is not a full rank matrix, one bus is selected as an angle reference bus by fixing null value to its corresponding row/column in matrix B −1 . The generation of the reference bus is then obtained from the total load balance:
This way, the formulation shown next is equivalent to problem (5) and is derived from this algebraic handling of the problem equations, resulting in compact formulation of the problem, where circuits flows are expressed as function of variables g and u.
Min w = c g (8a)
where the circuits capacity constraints (8c) can be represented only for the circuits k whose investment decision is to be constructed, x * k f = 1. This formulation has a compact transmission network representation which allows the use of a special algorithm for solving the operation subproblem, involving a relaxation scheme of the circuits capacity constraints [16] . First the operation problem is solved without any transmission 
Case Study
The proposed methodology was applied to the Colombian power system, which, in January 2010, consisted of 58 hydro plants and 56 thermal plants. The total thermal and hydro installed capacity was 4902 MW and 9263 MW, respectively. A six-year horizon 2010-2015 was considered for the expansion and four additional years 2016-2019 were represented in order to diminish the end-of-horizon effect. Maximum total load considered for the study period is shown in Figure 2 .
This study represented the transmission network of 115-500 kV, containing 107 system buses and 219 circuits. The generation and transmission candidates considered for the system expansion were composed by 22 thermal plants with total installed capacity of 3837 MW, 5 hydro plants with 2512 MW and 25 transmission circuits.
The algorithm described in the last section was used in the analysis of two cases, one for the hierarchical and the second one for the integrated planning procedure. Both approaches were solved by Xpress optimization package version 19.00.17 from FICO and under the same conditions, using an Intel Quad Core 2.4GHz processor 8Gb of RAM in Windows 7 operating system. Also, both solutions were obtained for a convergence gap lower than 3%.
In the first case, the methodology was applied in two steps, first to the generation expansion problem and then applied to transmission reinforcement expansion problem. Figure 3 illustrates the expansion amount in generation capacity.
Now considering an integrated procedure, the proposed methodology took into account the generation and transmission candidates in the same expansion problem and the generation capacity expansion is shown in Figure 4 . Figures 3 and 4 show that the hierarchical planning procedure leads to a higher hydro expansion, what was expected once the generation expansion decisions were taken without accounting for the plants physical location and, therefore, also leading to higher transmission reinforcement costs. This solution shows that the integrated planning procedure may completely change the expansion planning profile by simultaneously optimizing the generation and transmission resources. In Table 2 , we observe that the total cost associated to the integrated planning solution is 180M$ lower, approximately 5%. Therefore, by considering the trade-off relationship between investment and operation costs, the integrated expansion planning methodology reaches the most economic solution among the possible system expansion alternatives. Tables 3 and 4 made possible by the implicit multipliers evaluation methodology, has shown gains of approximately 8 times in speed-up time, which means a reduction of near 87% in CPU time for both hierarchical and integrated planning approaches. 
CONCLUSIONS
The decomposition techniques applied to the electrical systems expansion planning problem into an operation and an investment subproblems allow the use of specialized algorithms to solve each problem. In this sense, the adoption of the most traditional and well-consolidated operation models is intuitively adequate in order to ensure coherency and efficiency in the solution of expansion planning problems, otherwise the results of an expansion planning study could be very distorted. In this context, it's significantly important to remind that, in a purely operative problem, the representation of the non-constructed elements of the system is essentially unnecessary, more over, the use of compact model for transmission network representation make crucial the evaluation of the Lagrange multipliers which are associated to the constraints that are not explicit represented in order to obtain the Benders cut coefficients that must be added to the investment problem.
In addition, when dealing with hydrothermal operation, the stochastic dual dynamic programming (SDDP) algorithm is known as the state-of-the art in solving this type of problems. Even though this iterative algorithm can handle large scale systems by efficiently reducing the number of problems to be solved, this number can still be very large. To be more illustrative, assuming an expansion planning study for mid to long term horizon considering hydrological uncertainties, it would mean that, in each iteration of the expansion model, the number of optimization problems to be solved by the model could reach tens of millions, therefore, it's worth mentioning how significant can be the speed-up obtained by the proposed methodology in the solution of real hydrothermal problems.
From another aspect, as it was seen, the hierarchical planning procedure consists in a decision process whose transmission reinforcement decisions are taken in order to accommodate the generation investment decisions which were made without considering transmission network congestion. For this reason, by the Colombian case study results, we can conclude that this procedure leads to a higher total cost if compared to the integrated planning procedure because it does not take into account the jointly optimization of generation and transmission expansion alternatives. So finally, the proposed methodology, based on the Benders decomposition approach allied to the compact network model, aims to make coherent and computationally feasible and efficient the solution of large-scale integrated generation-transmission expansion planning problems.
